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Event overview  

In 2011, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization estimated that around one 

third of all food produced globally is lost or wasted annually. This amounts to a staggering 

estimated financial loss of about $940 billion and it creates greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions of about 4.4 gigatonnes CO2-eq per year, which is about 8% of the total global 

emissions of GHGs.   

Delivering food from farm to consumer safely requires a suitable temperature-controlled 

environment. Various stages that a refrigerated food product passes through to its 

destination - connecting the harvested produce with its intended consumer – is referred to as 

the cold chain. Connecting farmers’ and fishers’ produce efficiently and effectively with 

consumers not only reduces food loss but has a positive impact on the economics of small-

holder producers, by opening connectivity to new markets and increasing income 

opportunities. 

Many cold-chain systems use high-GWP (Global Warming Potential) refrigerants and grid 

electricity. To mitigate potential climate-warming impacts of the cooling sector, new, 

sustainable cold-chain systems that are high in efficiency, safe, and use low or zero-GWP 

refrigerants and renewable energy sources need to be developed. Game changing and 

systemic approaches also need to be considered. Energy efficient, ozone and climate-

friendly cold chains can help ensure nutritious and healthy food for all.  

The event will put a spotlight on the critical role of sustainable cold chains in providing food 

safety and security, preventing food loss and waste, reducing global warming and preventing 

the depletion of the ozone layer thus contributing to the implementation of several 

Sustainable Development Goals related to, inter alia, ending hunger and poverty, food 

security, improved nutrition, climate action, sustainable agriculture and fisheries, health and 

well-being.  



It will demonstrate how the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 

universally ratified multilateral environmental agreement, its Kigali Amendment and the 

Rome Declaration on the “Contribution of the Montreal Protocol to a Food Loss Reduction 

through Sustainable Cold Chain Development” that was endorsed at the 31st Meeting of the 

Parties (MOP31) in November 2019 can contribute to scaling up of technological and policy 

solutions for sustainable cold chains, including by enhanced international cooperation 

among relevant stakeholders at all levels. 

For more information about the UN Food Systems Dialogue, click here 

To see the agenda of the event, click here 

To participate in the event, register here  

https://summitdialogues.org/dialogue/42208/
https://ozone.unep.org/sites/default/files/UNFSS%20dialogue%20Sustainable%20Cold%20Chains%20agenda.pdf
https://unep.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=unep&service=6&rnd=0.34311922064465317&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Funep.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000005845290485b7545f7b9f46948c225e25ade971bda618e3f15a5521be41ad8f482%26siteurl%3Dunep%26confViewID%3D204987767067802026%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAAWnrxctFx05UM0Zqf0aloE6YNzFf6nFUiu5JHeh6GQslQ2%26

